COME AND JOIN US
at the
8th Guangzhou/Hong Kong/Macao/Chengdu Youth Skills Competition

Kai Tak Cruise Terminal

The Guangzhou/Hong Kong/Macao/Chengdu Youth Skills Competition (GHMCYSC) is co-organised by the Chengdu Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau, Guangzhou Municipal Human Resources and Social Security Bureau, Labour Affairs Bureau Macao SAR and the Vocational Training council (VTC) of the four cities. It is a biennial regional competition which provides a platform for young talents to excel their skills and exchange latest technical knowhow. This year, it is VTC’s turn to host the event and essential details are as follows:

Dates : 31 October and 1 November 2014 (Friday and Saturday)
Opening hours : 9:00 am to 5:00 pm (both days)
Venue : Kai Tak Cruise Terminal, Hong Kong (KTCT)
Opening ceremony : To be officiated by Mr John Tsang Chun-wah, GBM, JP, Financial Secretary, HKSAR
Competition trades : Beauty Therapy, Computer Animation, Fashion Design & Technology, Intelligence Home Appliances Installation and Mobile Robotics

Alongside the competitions, a carnival on vocational education and training will also be held which include: Have-a-Go Skills Experiencing, Child’s Corner, Reading Café + Interview Broadcasting and Career Advice. Apart from that, side arrangements like Roundtable Discussions, Campus Visits and Bilateral Meetings have been planned for non-local guests.
Our June event recorded a total of 25,000 visitors

The WorldSkills Hong Kong Competition (WHKC) cum Carnival 2014 was jointly organised by Vocational Training Council (VTC), Construction Industry Council (CIC) and Clothing Industry Training Authority (CITA). WHKC 2014 was held on 27 and 28 June in the Kai Tak Cruise Terminal (KTCT), a new landmark on the coastline of Hong Kong. The two-day WHKC cum Carnival 2014 attracted over 25,000 visitors, including primary and secondary school students, teachers, career and guidance masters, counsellors, industry experts, sponsors and overseas vocational education and training (VET) practitioners.

Competition......Discover Skills  There were altogether 25 competition trades in the WHKC 2014 and 11 of them were held in Kai Tak Cruise Terminal. These included Beauty Therapy, Bricklaying, Hairdressing, Joinery, Mobile Robotics, Painting and Decoration, Plumbing and Heating, Restaurant Service, Visual Merchandising, Wall & Floor Tiling and Web Design. Through this local competition, winners have been selected to represent Hong Kong in the WorldSkills Competition (WSC) 2015, to be held in São Paulo, Brazil.